Long launches stinging attack on Paisley for his despicable comments on Victims' post (The Alliance Party of Northern Ireland)
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Long launches stinging attack on Paisley for his
despicable comments on Victims' post
5.08.00pm UTC (GMT +0000) Wed 12th Dec 2007

Alliance Deputy Leader
Naomi Long MLA has
accused First Minister Ian
Paisley of making
comments which she
believes could place the
entire Victim's
Commissioner
appointment process in
jeopardy. She raised the
issue at the OFMDFM
Committee today and
branded the comments he
made in First Minister's
Questions on Monday
about the previous
appointment process 'a
lawsuit waiting to
happen.' She requested
the Committee write to
the First Minister asking
for clarification on his
comments.

Alliance Deputy Leader Naomi Long MLA

During an answer to Trevor Lunn, he restated that the reason for reopening the
process was to encourage those who may not have come forward under direct rule
to apply; however, he went on to say that "the beginning of the process did not
stick to merit."
Naomi Long MLA said: "Ian Paisley's comments on Monday are potentially deeply
damaging to the important process of appointing a Victim's Commissioner. By
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suggesting that the start of the process was anything other than merit-based, he
has publicly undermined the credibility of those originally shortlisted, and who
remain in the pool of appointable candidates. If the process was so flawed, then
why was it not abandoned and restarted?
"His comments also raise serious questions about previous briefings and answers
given by him and his Department which went to great lengths to assure people
that the process prior to devolution was not flawed - a position he has now
completely contradicted.
"This is an extremely serious matter. Candidates whom he previously stated were
'appointable' will rightly be very annoyed by his comments as they, and by
extension the person finally appointed, could be undermined by yet another
careless, bungling remark, by the First Minister.
"Not content with delaying the appointment in the first place, he has now
potentially undermined the entire process. Ultimately, victims and survivors could
be the ones to suffer as a result, as he may not only have undermined the current
candidates, but also tarnished the appointment process beyond recovery."
ENDS
Print this news story.
Previous news story: Alliance Leader criticises DARD on Crossnacreevy 'asset
stripping' (Wed 12th Dec 2007).
Next news story: Jones hails IKEA opening as real boost for Belfast (Thu 13th Dec
2007).
Related News Stories:
Mon 17th Dec 2007:
Long condemns paramilitary attack in Braniel .
Thu 6th Sep 2007:
Irrespective of Ombudsman decision Paisley Jnr comments were disgraceful.
Fri 22nd Jun 2007:
Long slams Paisley over national stadium remarks.
Wed 30th May 2007:
Alliance launches attack on Paisley Jnr over offensive remarks.
Fri 11th May 2007:
Alliance launches stinging attack on Ulster Unionists' "zig-zag politics".
Sun 9th Apr 2006:
Staff "demoralised" by school attack - Long.
Thu 23rd Feb 2006:
Long shocked by apparent racial attack.
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Thu 19th Jan 2006:
Long condemns Grove St attack.
Sat 23rd Jul 2005:
Ervine comments "must end UVF ceasefire": Long.
Wed 20th Jul 2005:
Long condemns attack near Belvoir bonfire.
Long blasts McGimpsey comments on Football Offences Act.
Thu 14th Jul 2005:
Long condemns Cluan Place attack.
Mon 31st Jan 2005:
Bell defends civil partnerships after Paisley attack on King.
Thu 27th May 2004:
Latest bomb attack was reckless: Long.
Fri 3rd Oct 2003:
Long tackles UUP over football attack.
Fri 1st Nov 2002:
Long condemns attack on pensioner.
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